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Consecutive paging of printed Documents and Minutes begin with October 1928, and the Documents and Minutes thereafter are bound and indexed. The first four (4) volumes cover more than one year each: October 1928-May 1932; October 1932-June 1935; October 1935-June 1937; October 1937-July 1939. Beginning with the academic year 1939-1940 the Documents and Minutes are indexed and bound by academic year.

The Minutes of the University Council, although indexed in the Documents and Minutes of the General Faculty, are indexed in detail only in the Documents and Proceedings of the University Council. This applies to most faculty legislation, since the University Council functions as a legislative arm of the General Faculty.

Bound volumes of both the Documents and Minutes of the General Faculty and the Documents and Proceedings of the University Council may be consulted in the Barker Texas History Center, the President's Office, the Office of the Secretary of the Board of Regents, and the Office of the Secretary of the General Faculty.

H. Paul Kelley, Secretary
The General Faculty
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